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Chad Valley - Live Tonight at Temple Bar

The quirkily compelling Chad Valley

Hugo Manuel may be the only songwriter to snag his stage name from a UK toy
company that started up during the Victorian era. But what’s even stranger is why
the budding British electro guru copied that goofy title. His draw ing on such an
obscure reference had nothing to do w ith know-it-all pretentiousness. In fact, aside
from using the name as his own, Manuel has no intention of paying homage to Chad
Valley at all.

“I like things that conjure up feelings w ithout actually having much meaning,” Manuel
says of the plaything mimicking moniker he’s used on an endless tour, which reaches
Beijing on Dec. 7 at the Temple Bar. “For some people Chad Valley reminds them of
toys and thus childhood, and for some people it sounds like an American surfer jock's
name. Some people assume it’s my real name. I like the ambiguity of it, but most of
all I like the way it sounds.”

That description would be apt for the tunes on Manuel’s 2011 sophomore album,
“Equatorial Ultravox.” It’s full of meandering melodies, and hypnotic rhythms. An
equal vagueness has also drifted throughout much of his touring like a plume of fog.

He describes daily life on the road as a
circular route- sitting in a van bound for
the venue, playing in those dimly lit,
w indowless clubs until his manager ushers
him to a worldw ide chain hotel. If he’s
lucky, Manuel might catch a whiff of the
city’s street meat or a glimpse of its
backdrop while rushing between air
conditioned closed quarters.

“This was most true in America,” he says.
“(That’s) strange because despite
travelling huge distances all over the
country, nothing really changes, and there
is actually a lot of comfort in that.”

He seemed to mimic such cycles on
‘Equatorial Ultravox,”  from the loopy
rattling drums on ‘Acker Bilk,’ to the chorus
of simmering sighs on ‘Reach Lines.’ The
biggest variable to break that cosiness is
the audience. 

“I had this one amazing show in Sweden where there was a lot of dancing, and that
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apparently is very rare (there).”

But Manuel’s first travels were amongst the social avenues of his hometown, Oxford.
His dingy blue collar neighbourhood sat west of a campus brimming w ith the elitist of
academics. It was the first of his everyday contradictions- a routine ambiguity that’s
run all the way into his current hazy rhythms. 

“There was some tension, for sure, we didn't really have any contact w ith university
students. They keep to themselves, hidden away from the common folk of Oxford
city. Having said that, the city is there mostly because of the university. It gives
Oxford this great name that is recognised all over the world, and has also blessed us
w ith a lot of amazing architecture and parks.”

Manuel went on to describe what his side of town offers.

“There is a great community of people in East Oxford… huge numbers of Indian and
Middle Eastern immigrants, great food from all over the world, and great little cafes
and quirky nooks and crannies. I think this is the side that people don't expect from
Oxford, people who think that it is all just tea rooms and perfectly mown lawns.”

Maybe that’s what Chad Valley would look like if it were only a destination in
Manuel’s mind. He has yet to visit the real life toy factory whose name he nicked for
his own use. That would only be a journey to glimpse the making of play things- and
even when Hugo Manuel’s at his most childish, he can’t help but be ambiguous.

“There is a lyric in (my song) ‘Acker Bilk’ about when I was a kid, going for a drive in
my uncle's Porsche and being really sad that I couldn't enjoy it properly because I
had a stomach ache, or something like that,” he says of the inspiration for his
album’s most downbeat track. “Every time I feel regret or something like that I hark
back to that memory.”

Check out the music video of "Now That I'm Real, How Does It Feel" before you head to
Chad Valley's show at Temple Bar tonight (Dec 7). It's part of Split Works’s fifth
anniversary. RMB 50. 9pm
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Wu Force Hits on Sunday, Featuring Abigail Washburn, Wu Fei
...

Wu Fei

For years, banjo girl Abigail Washburn, singer/songwriter Kai Welch and Chinese
singer/guzheng master Wu Fei thought about collaborating on something
together. When Wu Fei was in the US, the three started combining American
country tunes, traditional Chinese influences and their w ild ideas. They called
themselves Wu-Force, and presented their work in Beijing in the summer of last
year. Washburn is currently on her "Silk Road" tour, but she'll be making a stop in
Beijing this weekend, where we’ll get a chance to w itness the newest creations
from Wu-Force. We recently asked Wu Fei to give us a hint of what to expect.

Read more...

New Hope: Residence A Dreams Big

Just a bunch of cool guys

Nowadays in Beijing, a lot of young rockers are eager to dive into the flow of the
market, hoping to catch a big wave. Then you have the boys from Residence A,
who for two years have simply been making the music that their heart tells them
to – and the result is a seriously promising young band.

Read more...
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Live It Up with La Pegatina

La Pegatina

Spain's La Pegatina has brought joyful beats to over 15 countries and plays
over 100 shows a year. Their spontaneous, upbeat rumba ballads have the
power to bring out the sun from the darkest clouds. Now they step onto the
vast land of China to have a tour w ith the pride of Mongolian rock, Hanggai.
Before the grand traveling party hits Beijing, here's what these Spaniards had
to share w ith us:

If you have to use completely different instruments to play your songs,
what instruments would you choose?
We would certainly create a Human Beat Box Rumba band! As we have so
precious voices… It would be amazing!

What's the weirdest stage you’ve played on?
We were playing in France in Festibaloche Festival. We played a few songs in a
canoe pulled by a car in a park!

Read more...
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Arcane Saints Are Coming

Do the saints look arcane to you?

The world needs some new sounds that aren't just sensitive and whiny. Here
come Arcane Saints from Melbourne, Australia, expanding their fanbase rapidly
w ith a blend of Nirvana crossed w ith Muse along w ith a classic metal sensibility.
You might not care if they made an appearance at MTV’s “Up And Coming
Bands,”, but have a read at what frontman Michael John had to share w ith us:

Why did you name the band Arcane Saints?
We didn't have a band name when we first started. At an early show we were
playing a gig and invited a homeless guy onstage w ith us to dance. He accepted
our offer and afterwards said we should call ourselves Arcane Saints, so we did.
He danced at a few other shows after that before being thrown into jail, but
that’s another story.

Read more...

Power Up: The Return of British Sea Power

There was obviously a mix-up in the travel arrangements

The last time British Sea Power (BSP) came to China, they played in a hutong
courtyard, jammed in a forest to an audience of goats and sheep, and busked on
the Great Wall. Now they’re back for more. We had a chat w ith lead singer Yan
recently, during which he shared his thoughts on squirrels, stage diving and
bladder control.

Read more...
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